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Abstract

This paper investigates the relationship between symbolic and computational
approaches to the analysis of the anonymity of cryptographic protocols. We pro-
vide two computational soundness results for a symbolic ring signature in the pres-
ence of active adversaries, each corresponding to the unforgeability and signer
anonymity of a ring signature scheme. The first result is the mapping-style sound-
ness: every computational execution trace corresponds to a symbolic execution
trace with overwhelming probability. The second result is the soundness of the
symbolic anonymity of protocols: symbolic indistinguishability implies compu-
tational indistinguishability. By employing the mapping-style soundness result,
we obtain the soundness of the symbolic anonymity when the length of execution
traces is bound by a constant independent of the security parameter.

Key words: Formal methods, cryptographic protocols, computational soundness,
anonymity.

1 Introduction

Symbolic and computational approaches have developed independently in research re-
lated to the security analysis of cryptographic protocols. In the symbolic approach, a
message is abstracted into a symbolic expression, called a Dolev-Yao term [10], and an
adversary can perform only a fixed set of operations on Dolev-Yao terms. The symbolic
analysis of cryptographic protocols assumes perfectly secure cryptographic schemes.
On the other hand, in the computational approach, a message is a bit string and an ad-
versary is a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) Turing machine. The computational
analysis of cryptographic protocols is based on computational complexity theory.

In recent years, many researches have related these two approaches [2, 1, 14] to ob-
tain computational soundness results, whereby symbolic security proofs imply strong
security guarantees based on computational complexity theory. The soundness results
in the previous studies are divided into two categories: mapping-style soundness and
indistinguishability-based soundness.

The former category of studies [14, 9, 8, 16, 4] has shown that every computa-
tional execution trace corresponds to a symbolic execution trace with overwhelming
probability. This kind of soundness results provides a computational guarantee for the
symbolic analysis of unforgeability and authenticity, which are expressed as nonde-
ducibility in symbolic models. However, it cannot fully deal with anonymity, which is



expressed as indistinguishability. The latter category of studies [2, 12, 3, 11, 13] has
proven that symbolic indistinguishability implies computational indistinguishability.
This indistinguishability-based soundness can deal with anonymity, but is not suited to
unforgeability or authenticity.

This paper provides computational soundness results for both the symbolic nonde-
ducibility and indistinguishability of a ring signature scheme [15, 6, 17]. A ring signa-
ture scheme is a digital signature scheme that enables an agent to produce a signature of
a message that identifies a group of possible signers but hides the actual signer. Since
it needs to satisfy both unforgeability and signer anonymity, we combine a mapping-
style soundness result with an indistinguishability-based soundness result. Although
many computational soundness results have been obtained for various cryptographic
schemes, no previous studies have dealt with the computational soundness of a sym-
bolic ring signature, which requires both categories of soundness results. For the sake
of brevity, we do not deal with other cryptographic schemes whose soundness results
have been provided in previous studies.

To obtain the computational soundness result, we first extend the symbolic model
presented in [9, 8] to deal with the symbolic nondeducibility of a ring signature, and
prove the mapping-style soundness of the model. Next, we introduce a symbolic in-
distinguishability into the model, and prove its computational soundness by employing
the mapping-style soundness. Here, our indistinguishability-based soundness result is
limited to a case where the length of execution traces is bound by a constant indepen-
dent of the security parameter. However, this is the first step in our investigation of the
computationally sound symbolic anonymity of a ring signature, and we will extend our
work to more practical cases by using the technique presented in [7].

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the definitions of a
ring signature scheme and its computational security. Section 3 introduces a symbolic
model, and Section 4 describes a concrete model. Section 5 provides a mapping-style
soundness result, and Section 6 presents the soundness of symbolic anonymity. The
final section summarizes our work and discusses our future research.

2 Ring Signature

This section briefly reviews the definition of a ring signature scheme and its security
notions. Hereafter we denote the set{1, 2, · · · , n } by [n].

2.1 Ring Signature Scheme

A ring signature scheme [15] enables an agent to produce a digital signature of a mes-
sage that identifies a group of possible signers but hides the actual signer. In the
scheme, a real signer can produce a signature by using his own private signing key
and a set of public verification keys of possible signers. We describe the definition of a
ring signature scheme as follows.

Definition 1 A ring signature schemeis a triple (G, S, V) consisting of the following
three algorithms:
• a key generation algorithmG that takes a security parameter 1η and a randomness

rgen, and outputs a private signing key and a public verification key pair (sk, vk).



• a signing algorithmS that takes a signing keysk, a setL of verification keys
that includes the key corresponding tosk, a messagem, and a randomnessr, and
outputs the signature ofm usingsk,L, andr.

• a verification algorithmV that takes a setL of verification keys and two bit
stringsm andσ, and outputs 1 ifσ is a valid signature ofm usingL, or 0
otherwise.

These algorithms must satisfyV(L, m, S(sk, L, m, r)) = 1, and messages must be
easily recovered from their signatures.

We assume that an adversary can add toL any verification keys possibly including
fake verification keys, which may not have the corresponding signing keys or cannot
generate signatures. We also assume that each public verification key is bound to the
identity of its owner by a certificate authority, so that the owner of the verification key
can be identified.

2.2 Security Definitions of a Ring Signature Scheme

The ring signature scheme defined above should satisfy two notions of security: un-
forgeability and anonymity. Although many definitions of security notions have been
proposed, we employ the definitions found in [6, 17].

First, we introduce an oracleO given to the adversary.

Definition 2 We define an oracleO that satisfies the following conditions.
• If O receives a signing querysign(i, L, m) for an agenti, a setL of verification

keys, and a messagem, then it produces the signature ofm using i’s private
signing keyski ,L, and some fresh randomnessr, and returns it to the adversary.

• If O receives a corruption querycorrupt(i) for an agenti, then it returnsi’s private
signing keyski to the adversary.

To prove the soundness result, we assume that the adversary sends corruption queries
to O before sending signing queries. We will take account of dynamic corruptions in
future work.

Next, we define the existential unforgeability of the ring signature scheme against
adaptive chosen message and public key attacks with insider corruptions [6].

Definition 3 A ring signature scheme (G, S, V) is existentially unforgeableif the ad-
vantageAdvEUF

A defined below is negligible in every security parameterη for every PPT
adversaryA having access to the oracleO.

AdvEUF
A (η) = Pr [ (sk1, vk1), · · · , (skn, vkn)← G(1η);

Lleg :=(vk1, · · · , vkn);
(L, m, σ) :=AO(1η, Lleg) :
V(L, m, σ) = 1, L ⊆ Lleg,
A has not queriedcorrupt(i) toO for any i with vki ∈ L, and
A has not queriedsign(i, L, m) toO for any i with vki ∈ L ]

Note that the definition of existentially unforgeability does not prevent a PPT adver-
sary from producing a signature of a messagem using a randomnessR from another
signature of the same messagem using another randomnessR′.

Finally, we define the basic anonymity of the ring signature scheme against adaptive
chosen message and chosen public key attacks [6, 17].



Definition 4 A ring signature scheme (G, S, V) is basically anonymousif the advan-
tageAdvANO

A defined below is negligible in every security parameterη for every PPT
adversaryA having access to the oracleO.

AdvANO
A (η) = Pr[ (sk1, vk1), · · · , (skn, vkn)← G(1η);

Lleg :=(vk1, · · · , vkn);
(i0, i1, L, m, ω) :=AO(1η, Lleg);
(vki0 , vki1 ∈ L ∩ L

leg, i0 , i1 )

r ← Cη.r ;
b← { 0, 1 };
σ :=S(skib, L, m, r);
b′ :=AO(ω, σ) :
b′ = b andA has not queriedcorrupt(i0) or corrupt(i1) toO ] − 1
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whereω is an internal state ofA, andCη.r is the set of all the bit strings for randomness.

3 Symbolic Model

This section defines a symbolic model, which is an extension of the Dolev-Yao model
presented in [9, 8]. There are two kinds of parties: agents and an active and adaptive
adversary. Agents follow a protocol without deviation, and can run multiple sessions
of the protocol simultaneously. Agents are divided into honest agents and corrupted
agents, who give their private signing keys to the adversary before executing protocols.

3.1 Terms

We define the following sets of atomic symbols, which are mutually exclusive:
• a setAG of agent identity symbols,
• a setGarbage of garbage message symbols,
• a setNonceag of nonce symbols of agents,
• a setNonceadv of nonce symbols of the adversary,
• a setRandag of randomness symbols of agents, and
• a setRandadv of randomness symbols of the adversary.

Let Nonce = Nonceag ∪ Nonceadv and Rand = Randag ∪ Randadv. Intuitively, a
randomness symbol denotes the random coin used to generate a signature. LetAtom =
AG ∪ Garbage ∪ Nonce ∪ Rand.

Using these atomic symbols, aterm is constructed from a signing keysk( ), a
verification keyvk( ), a pairing⟨ , ⟩, and a ring signing [ ] , as follows:

Term ∋ m ::= a | g | n | sk(a) | vk(a) | vk(g) | ⟨m, m⟩ | [ m]R
sk(a),VK(G)

wherea ∈ AG, g ∈ Garbage, n ∈ Nonce, R ∈ Rand, andVK(G) = { vk(x) | x ∈ G } for
G ⊆ AG ∪ Garbage with |G∩ AG| ≥ 2.

The termsk(a) denotes the legitimate signing key of an agenta ∈ AG, the term
vk(a) denotes the legitimate verification key of an agenta ∈ AG, and the termvk(g)
for g ∈ Garbage denotes a fake verification key that looks like a legitimate one.
The term⟨m1, m2⟩ denotes the concatenation of two messagesm1 andm2. The term
[ m]R

sk(a),VK(G) denotes the signature of a messagem by using a signing keysk(a), a set
of verification keysVK(G), and a randomnessR. Note thatVK(G) may contain fake
verification keys.



m ∈ φ
φ ⊢ m a ∈ AG

φ ⊢ a, vk(a)
g ∈ Garbage

φ ⊢ g, vk(g)

φ ⊢ vk(x1), · · · , φ ⊢ vk(xn) G = { x1, · · · , xn } ⊆ AG∪Garbage,
|G∩ AG| ≥ 2φ ⊢ VK(G)

φ ⊢ [ m]R
sk(a),VK(G)

φ ⊢ m

φ ⊢ m0 φ ⊢ m1

φ ⊢ ⟨m0, m1⟩
φ ⊢ ⟨m0, m1⟩

i = 0, 1
φ ⊢ mi

φ ⊢ [ m]R
sk(a),VK(G)

R′ ∈ Rand
φ ⊢ [ m]R′

sk(a),VK(G)

φ ⊢ sk(a) φ ⊢ VK(G) φ ⊢ m R ∈ Rand,
vk(a) ∈ VK(G)φ ⊢ [ m]R

sk(a),VK(G)

φ ⊢ [ m]R
sk(a),VK(G)

vk(b) ∈ VK(G)
φ ⊢ [ m]R

sk(b),VK(G)

Figure 1: The adversary’s deduction rules.

We define the following subsets ofTerm: SKey, VKey, Pair, andSign, each denot-
ing the set of all terms starting withsk( ), vk( ), ⟨ , ⟩, and [ ] , , respectively. Let
VKeyList be the set{VK(G) | G ⊆ AG∪Garbage, |G∩AG| ≥ 2 }. We sometimes refer
to these sets as types.

We use terms with variables to describe protocols. We introduce the following
infinite sets of variables:X.a, X.g, X.n, X.r, X.p, X.s, andX.L each denoting the set
of all variables of the typeAG, Garbage, Nonce, Rand, Pair, Sign, andVKeyList,
respectively. LetX = X.a∪ X.g∪ X.n∪ X.r ∪ X.p∪ X.s∪ X.L.

To represent agents’ messages, we define the setATerm(X) of agent terms:

ATerm(X) ∋ m ::= X | vk(X′) | ⟨m, m⟩ | [ m]X.r
sk(A),X.L

whereX ∈ X.a∪ X.n∪ X.p∪ X.s, X′ ∈ X.a∪ X.g, A ∈ X.a, X.r ∈ X.r, andX.L ∈ X.L.
By using agent terms inATerm(X), we describe protocols where agents do not try
to construct ill-formed messages using garbage messages, or to send signing keys or
randomnesses as plaintexts. Note that we do not need symbols inAG∪Nonce∪Rand in
the definition ofATerm(X), because we assign a term to each variable ofX.a∪X.n∪X.r
occurring in a session of the protocol execution defined below when the session is
created. In later sections, we use variablesAi ∈ X.a, X.n j

Ai
∈ X.n, X.r j

Ai
∈ X.r, and

L j
i ∈ X.L to describe agents’ messages.

3.2 Deduction Rules

We introduce deduction rules in Figure 1 to restrict the behavior of the adversary in
the symbolic setting. In the deduction rules, a setφ of terms represents the adver-
sary’s knowledge of messages. These rules are standard [9] except for ring signatures.
The rule for deriving [m]R

sk(b),VK(G) from [ m]R
sk(a),VK(G) expresses that the definition

of existential unforgeability does not prevent the adversary from producing an agent
b’s signature of a messagem from another agenta’s signature ofm whena, b ∈ G.
The rule for deriving [m]R′

sk(a),VK(G) from [ m]R
sk(a),VK(G) expresses that the definition of

existential unforgeability does not prevent the adversary from rerandomizing a signa-
ture, i.e., replacing a randomness used to produce a signature by another randomness.
Although these rules are too strong for us to obtain acomputational completenessof
symbolic nondeducibility, they allow us to obtain a computational soundness result in
Section 5.



3.3 Symbolic Execution Model

We introduce roles to define a symbolic execution model. Our definition is standard
and similar to that in [9, 8]. Hereafter we denote the domain of a functionf by dom( f ).

A k-party protocolΠ is a function that maps eachi ∈ [k] to a role treeΠ(i). A role
treeΠ(i) for an agentAi ∈ X.a is a finite ordered edge-labeled tree where each edge is
labeled by anagent rule(l, r) consisting ofl ∈ ATerm(X) andr ∈ ATerm(X) ∪ {⊥ },
where the symbol⊥ represents the abort of the protocolΠ. Here,l andr represent mes-
sages sent from the adversary to the agentAi and fromAi to the adversary, respectively.
If Ai sends⊥ to the adversary, then the execution of the protocolΠ stops. We denote
the root node of a role tree byε. In an execution of a protocolΠ, each agentAi stands
at a node of his role treeΠ(i). We assume that the number of children of each node in
each role tree is independent of the security parameterη introduced in Section 4.

A symbolic execution traceof a k-party protocolΠ is a finite sequence of global
states with the restrictions given below. Aglobal stateis a triple (SId, f , φ) consisting
of a finite setSId of session ids, a functionf that maps each session id inSId to the
current local state of the corresponding session, and the setφ of terms representing
the current adversary’s knowledge. Alocal stateof a sessionsid ∈ SId is a quadruple
(i, σ, p, (a1, · · · , ak)) wherei ∈ [k] is the index of the role treeΠ(i), σ is a partial
function fromX to Term, p is a node in the role treeΠ(i), eacha j ∈ AG is the agent
carrying out the sessionsid, andσ(A j) = a j holds for eachj ∈ [k].

The partial functionσ : X → Term is updated in the execution of the protocolΠ.
Let p be a node in the role treeΠ(i). Now, if the agentai receives a termm at p, then
ai produces a termm′ as follows. Untilai outputs some term, each agent rule that
labels an outgoing edge of the nodep is applied tom in order from the left-most rule
to the right-most rule. Given an agent rule (l, r), m is matched againstlσ. If m and
lσ match, we denote the matcher byη. Then, the agent produces the outputm′ := rση,
and follows the edge to the child node, whereσ is updated toση. Note thatm′ does
not contain a variable, because of the conditions introduced below. Ifm andlσ do not
match, the next agent rule is applied. If there is no rule (l, r) such thatmandlσmatch,
then the agent outputs no term andσ remains unchanged. We describe the restriction
to the role tree at the end of this section.

To define transitions between global states, we introduce some notations. We de-
note distinct nonces byna, j, s ∈ Nonceag with a ∈ AG and j, s ∈ IN, and distinct
randomnesses byra, j, s ∈ Randag with a ∈ AG, j ∈ Randag, ands ∈ IN. Let τa, s be a
function that maps eachj ∈ Randag to ra, j, s. For a termt ∈ ATerm(X), we write tτa, s
to denote the term obtained fromt by replacing every occurrence ofj ∈ Randag in t
with τa, s( j) simultaneously.

The initial global state isqI = (∅, ∅, Nonceadv). We allow three kinds of transitions
between global states:corrupt , new, andsend.
• The adversary can specify a set of agents and obtain their private signing keys

before the execution of the protocol:qI
corrupt (a1, ··· ,al )−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (∅, ∅, Nonceadv∪CSKey)

whereCSKey = { sk(ai) | i ∈ [l] }.
• The adversary can initiate a new session for an agentAi and specify the sets of

verification keys used to produce ring signatures: (SId, f , φ)
new(i,a1, ··· ,ak,VK(G1

i ), ··· ,VK(Gm
i ))

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(SId′, f ′, φ) whereVK(G1

i ), · · · , VK(Gm
i ) ∈ VKeyList, andSId′ and f ′ are de-

fined as follows.

– Let SId′ be the setSId ∪ { sid } for the new sessionsid = |SId| + 1.



– Let f ′ be the function that satisfiesf ′(sid′) = f (sid′) for everysid′ ∈ SId
and f ′(sid) = (i, σ, ε, (a1, · · · , ak)) wheredom(σ) = {A j | j ∈ [k] } ∪
{X.n j

Ai
| j ∈ IN } ∪ {X.r j

Ai
| j ∈ Randag } ∪ { L j

i | j ∈ [m] }, σ(A j) = a j for

each j ∈ [k], σ(X.n j
Ai

) = nai , j, sid for each j ∈ IN, σ(X.r j
Ai

) = rai , j, sid for

each j ∈ Randag, andσ(L j
i ) = VK(G j

i ) for eachL j
i ∈ X.L with j ∈ [m]. If a

variableL ∈ X.L satisfyingL , L j
i for eachj ∈ [m] occurs in the agentAi ’s

role treeΠ(i), then the adversary cannot create the new sessionsid.

• The adversary can send messages: (SId, f , φ)
send(sid,m)−−−−−−−−→ (SId, f ′, φ′) wheresid

is a tuple (sid1, · · · , sidv) of elements inSId with v ≥ 2, m ∈ Term, φ ⊢ m,
and f ′ andφ′ are defined as follows. The functionf ′ initially satisfiesf ′(sid′) =
f (sid′) for everysid′ ∈ SId. In this transition, the termm is first sent to the
sessionsid1. For eachu ∈ [v− 1], if m is not received bysidu, then it is sent to
sidu+1. For a sessionsidu ∈ sid, suppose thatf (sidu) = (i, σ, p, (a1, · · · , ak))
and ((l1, r1), · · · , (lh, rh)) are the labels of edges leavingp in this order.

– If there does not existj such thatm and l jσ match, then we haveφ′ = φ,
andm is sent to the sessionsidu+1. If m is not received by any sessions in
sid, then the adversary receives nothing.

– Otherwise, let j be minimal such thatm and l jσ match. Letθ be the
matcher. Then, we updatef ′ to obtain f ′(sid) = (i, σθ, p j , (a1, · · · , ak))
andφ′ = φ ∪ { r jτai , sid σθ } where p j is the j-th child node ofp. Here,
the adversary receives the messager jτai , sid σθ, but does not learn which
session he receives it from. Thus, this transition represents an anonymous
communication.

The set of symbolic execution traces for a protocolΠ is denoted byExecs(Π).
We introduce the following restrictions on role trees. For a nodep , ε in the

role treeΠ(i), let Rules≤p be the sequence of agent rules with which the edges on the
path from the root nodeε to p are labeled. We writeRulesl≤p andRulesr≤p to denote the
sequence of the left/right-hand side of the rulesRules≤p, respectively. Ifp , ε holds, we
write rulep or (rulel

p, ruler
p) to denote the agent rule with which the edge leading top is

labeled. LetK i
p = { sk(Ai) }∪{A j | j ∈ [k] }∪{X.n j

Ai
| j ∈ IN }∪{ L j

i | j ∈ [m] }∪Rulesl≤p.
For each nodep , ε in the role treeΠ(i), we require the following conditions.
1. If a term of the form [t ]X.r

sk(A),X.L occurs inruler
p, then either it occurs inRulesl≤p,

or A = Ai holds andX.r ∈ X.r never occurs inRulesl≤p or Rulesr≤p.
2. For everyA ∈ X.a, if sk(A) occurs inRulesl≤p, then A , A j holds for j , i

andA occurs inRulesl≤p at most once in a term of the form [t ]X.r
sk(A),X.L for some

t ∈ ATerm(X), X.r ∈ X.r, andX.L ∈ X.L.
3. EveryX.r ∈ X.r occurs inRulesl≤p at most once in a term of the form [t ]X.r

sk(A),X.L
for somet ∈ ATerm(X), A ∈ X.a, andX.L ∈ X.L.

4. For every variableX ∈ X \ X.a ∪ X.n ∪ X.r, if X occurs inruler
p, X occurs in

Rulesl≤p.
5. We haveK i

p ⊢ ruler
p.

Intuitively, the first condition prescribes that no agent can forge another agent’s sig-
nature, and that each agent should always use a fresh randomness when he produces a
signature. The second condition prescribes that agents cannot break signer anonymity.
The third condition prescribes that agents cannot recognize the different signatures



produced using the same randomness. Note that we can describe the protocols where
agents recognize the same signatures, because we can use variables inX.s. The last two
conditions prescribe that each agent can produce terms only from previously received
terms.

4 Concrete Model

This section defines a concrete model similar to that in [9, 8].
In the concrete model, bit strings are tagged with type tags, and the adversary can

efficiently recognize the following types of bit strings: agent ids, nonces, random-
nesses, garbages, signing keys, verification keys, pairs, signatures, and a set of veri-
fication keys including at least two legitimate verification keys. These concrete types
are denoted byCη.a, Cη.n, Cη.r, Cη.g, Cη.sk, Cη.vk, Cη.p, Cη.s, andCη.L, respectively,
whereη is a security parameter. We denote the set of all bit strings byCη.

A concrete execution traceof a k-party protocolΠ is a finite sequence of concrete
global states with the restrictions presented below. Aconcrete global stateis a pair
(SId, g) consisting of a finite setSId of session ids, and a functiong that maps each
session id inSId to the current concrete local state of the corresponding session. A
concrete local stateof a sessionsid ∈ SId is a quadruple (i, ρ, p, (a1, · · · , ak)) where
i ∈ [k] is the index of the role treeΠ(i), ρ is a partial function fromX to Cη, p is a
node in the role treeΠ(i), eacha j ∈ Cη.a is the agent carrying out the sessionsid, and
ρ(A j) = a j holds for eachj ∈ [k]. The partial functionρ : X → Cη is updated in the
concrete execution of the protocolΠ in the same way as in the definition of the partial
functionσ : X → Term in the symbolic model except thatρ assigns bit strings instead
of terms.

In a concrete execution of a protocolΠ, agents and an active and adaptive adversary
A are probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) Turing machines with respect to the secu-
rity parameterη, and if one of the machines reaches the computation bounds then the
execution ofΠ stops. The sequence of all random coins used by agents and the oracle
O is denoted byRΠ, and the sequence of all random coins used by the adversaryA is
denoted byRA. If RΠ andRA are fixed, then the concrete execution trace is uniquely
determined, and is written asExecc

Π(RΠ),A(RA)(η).
In the concrete model, we fix a ring signature scheme (G, S, V). LetLleg be a set

of all legitimate verification keys that is initially empty and available to the adversary.
Whenever a verification key is generated by runningG(1η, RΠ), it is added toLleg.

We define transitions between concrete global states inExecc
Π(RΠ),A(RA)(η) as fol-

lows. The initial concrete global state isqI = (∅, ∅). We allow three kinds of transitions
between concrete global states:corrupt , new, andsend.
• The adversary can specify a set of agents and obtain their private signing keys

before the execution of the protocol:qI
corrupt (a1, ··· ,al )−−−−−−−−−−−−→ qI wherea1, · · · , al ∈

Cη.a. Then, the signing and verification keys are generated for the agents by
runningG(1η, RΠ), and are given to the adversaryA.

• The adversary can initiate a new session for an agentAi and specify the sets of

verification keys used to produce ring signatures: (SId, g)
new(i,a1, ··· ,ak,L1

i , ··· ,Lm
i )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(SId′, g′) wherei ∈ [k], a1, · · · , ak ∈ Cη.a, L1

i , · · · , Lm
i ∈ Cη.L andSId′ andg′

are defined as follows.
– Let SId′ be the setSId ∪ { sid } for the new sessionsid = |SId| + 1.



– Let g′ be the function that satisfiesg′(sid′) = g(sid′) for everysid′ ∈ SId
and g′(sid) = (i, ρ, ε, (a1, · · · , ak)) wheredom(ρ) = {A j | j ∈ [k] } ∪
{X.n j

Ai
| j ∈ IN } ∪ {X.r j

Ai
| j ∈ Randag } ∪ { L j

i | j ∈ [m] }, ρ(A j) = a j for

each j ∈ [k], ρ(X.n j
Ai

)
RΠ←−− Cη.n for each j ∈ IN, ρ(X.r j

Ai
)

RΠ←−− Cη.r for each

j ∈ Randag, andρ(L j
i ) = L

j
i for eachL j

i ∈ X.L with j ∈ [m]. If a variable
L ∈ X.L satisfyingL , L j

i for eachj ∈ [m] occurs in the agentAi ’s role tree
Π(i), then the adversaryA cannot create the new sessionsid.

As a result of this transition, eacha j ’s signing and verification keys are generated
if they have not been produced yet, and all the verification keys are given toA.

• The adversary can send messages: (SId, g)
send(sid,m)−−−−−−−−→ (SId, g′) wheresid is a

tuple (sid1, · · · , sidv) of elements inSId with v ≥ 2, m ∈ Cη, andg′ is defined as
follows. The functiong′ initially satisfiesg′(sid′) = g(sid′) for everysid′ ∈ SId.
In this transition, the termm is first sent to the sessionsid1. For eachu ∈ [v− 1],
if m is not received bysidu, then it is sent tosidu+1. For a sessionsidu ∈ sid,
suppose thatg(sid) = (i, ρ, p, (a1, · · · , ak)) and ((l1, r1), · · · , (lh, rh)) are the
labels of edges leavingp in this order.

– If there does not existj such thatm and l jρ match, thenm is sent to the
sessionsidu+1. If m is not received by any sessions insid, then the adversary
A receives nothing.

– Otherwise, letj be minimal such thatmandl jρmatch. Letθ be the matcher.
Then, we updateg′ to obtaing′(sid) = (i, ρ′, p j , (a1, · · · , ak)) and the
agentai outputs the bit string corresponding tor jτai , sid ρ

′ whereρ′ = ρθ
and p j is the j-th child node ofp. Although the adversaryA receives the
bit string, he does not learn which session he receives it from.

Matchingl jρ againstm is performed recursively on the structure ofl j .

– If l j ∈ X, and the types ofl j andm match, then

∗ if ρ(l j) = m, thenρ′ = ρ,
∗ if ρ(l j) is not defined, thenρ′(X) = ρ(X) for everyX , l j andρ′(l j) = m.

– If l j = vk(X′) for someX′ ∈ X.a∪X.g, andm is a legitimate/fake verification
key, thenl jρ is matched againstm. If the matcherθ exists, thenρ′ = ρθ.

– If l j = ⟨l j1, l j2⟩ and m is the pair consisting ofm1 and m2, then l j1ρ is
matched againstm1. If the matcherθ1 exists, thenl j2ρθ1 is matched against
m2. If the matcherθ2 exists, thenρ′ = ρθ1θ2.

– If l j = [ lm′ ]
lR
sk(A), lL

andm is a signature ofm′ using a setL of verification
keys, thenlm′ρ is matched againstm′. If the matcherθ1 exists, thenlLρθ1
is matched againstL. If the matcherθ2 exists, thenρ′ = ρθ1θ2. Note that
sk(A) andlR do not occur as terms inr j .

– Otherwise, the matching fails.

5 Computational Soundness of Nondeducibility

This section provides a mapping-style computational soundness result for the above
symbolic execution model.



First, we define a partial functionc that maps each term to a bit string, and a con-
crete instantiation of a symbolic execution trace in the same way as in [9, 8].

Definition 5 Let ts = (SIds
1, f1, φ1), · · · , (SIds

n, fn, φn) be a symbolic execution trace,
and tc = (SIdc

1, g1), · · · , (SIdc
n, gn) be a concrete execution trace. The tracetc is a

concrete instantiationof ts with an injective partial mappingc: Term→ Cη, written as
ts ≼c tc, if for everyℓ ∈ [n], it holds that

• SIds
ℓ = SIdc

ℓ, and
• for everysid ∈ SIds

ℓ, if fℓ(sid) = (isid, σsid, psid, (a1, · · · , an)) andgℓ(sid) =
( jsid, ρsid, qsid, (a1, · · · , an)), thenisid = jsid, ρsid = cσsid, andpsid = qsid.

The tracetc is aconcrete instantiationof ts, written asts ≼ tc, if there exists an injective
partial mappingc: Term→ Cη that satisfiests ≼c tc.

Next, we provide a mapping-style computational soundness result.

Theorem 1 LetΠ be a protocol. If a ring signature scheme(G, S, V) satisfies exis-
tential unforgeability, then for any PPT adversaryA,

Pr[∃ ts ∈ Execs(Π) | ts ≼ Execc
Π(RΠ),A(RA)(η) ] ≥ 1− νA(η)

where the probability is over the choice(RΠ, RA) ← { 0, 1 }pA(η) × { 0, 1 }qA(η), andνA
is a function that is negligible inη.

We use the following lemma to prove Theorem 1.

Lemma 1 Let C = CSKey ∪ Nonceadv, φ′ ⊆ Term \ C, φ = φ′ ∪ C, m ∈ Term,
Nonceag(m) = {n ∈ Nonceag | n ⊑ m}, andNonceag(φ′) =

∪
m′∈φ′ Nonceag(m′). If

φ 0 m, then either

1. there exists a term[ t ]R
sk(a),VK(G) with sk(a′) < CSKey for any a′ ∈ G ∩ AG such

that we have[ t ]R
sk(a),VK(G) ⊑ m and[ t ]R′

sk(a′),VK(G) @ m′ for every R′ ∈ Rand,
every a′ ∈ G∩ AG, and every m′ ∈ φ,

2. there existssk(a) < CSKey that occurs in m in a form other than[ t ]R
sk(a),VK(G), or

3. Nonceag(m) \ Nonceag(φ′) , ∅ holds.

Proof of Theorem 1 (Overview). The proof is similar to [9, 8], and is divided into
two steps.

STEP I. First, we associate each concrete execution trace with a symbolic execution
trace. By fixing the security parameterη and the random coinsRΠ andRA, we can gen-
erate all agent identities, garbage messages, nonces, signing keys, and randomnesses.
Hence, we obtain a unique concrete execution tracetc = Execc

Π(RΠ),A(RA)(η). Then, it is
sufficient to show thattc is an instantiation of a symbolic execution tracets, i.e.,ts ≼ tc.
We can construct the symbolic execution tracets and the functionparsethat maps each
bit string occurring intc to a term occurring ints. This step is similar to that in [9, 8].
If a bit string does not have one of the types defined above, and has not been parsed
previously, then we map it to a fresh garbage message symbol inGarbage.



STEP II. Next, we show that with overwhelming probability, the symbolic execution
tracets constructed above satisfiests ∈ Execs(Π), that is,ts is a Dolev-Yao trace. We
assume that in theℓ-th step ofts, ts has already been proven to be a Dolev-Yao trace.
For some setφ′ℓ with φ′ℓ ∩ C = ∅, let φℓ = φ′ℓ ∪ C be the adversary’s knowledge in

the ℓ-th step ofts. Then, it is sufficient to prove that for eachsend(sid, m) transition
made by the PPT adversaryA in the (ℓ + 1)-th step of the concrete execution tracetc,
the adversary makes the querysend(sid, parse(m)) in the symbolic execution tracets,
and we haveφℓ ⊢ parse(m) with overwhelming probability. To prove this, we assume
thatφℓ 0 parse(m) holds with non-negligible probability, and derive a contradiction to
a computational security such as the unforgeability of the ring signature scheme. By
using Lemma 1, we divide this proof into three cases corresponding to the conditions
of Lemma 1.

In the first case, there exists a term [t ]R
sk(a),VK(G) with sk(a′) < CSKey for anya′ ∈

G ∩ AG such that we have [t ]R
sk(a),VK(G) ⊑ parse(m) and [t ]R′

sk(a′),VK(G) @ m′ for every
R′ ∈ Rand, a′ ∈ G ∩ AG, andm′ ∈ φ. Then, we construct an adversaryB that usesA
as a subroutine maintaining the global states of the concrete execution and playing the
role of the agents in the execution. By using the oracleO defined in Definition 2, the
adversaryB parses the queries made byA and sends the answers toA. SinceB simu-
lates the execution of protocols on behalf of the agents,Amakes a querysend(sid, m)
wherem contains a ring signature of a messagem′′ such that no ring signatures ofm′′

have appeared previously. Then, the adversaryB outputs the ring signature and stops.
Hence,B breaks the existential unforgeability of the ring signature scheme.

In the second case, there existssk(a) < CSKey that occurs inparse(m) in a form other
than [t ]R

sk(a),VK(G). Then, the PPT adversaryA can obtain the signing key correspond-
ing tosk(a). Therefore, we can construct an adversary that breaks the unforgeability of
the ring signature scheme by using the signing key.

In the last case, we haveNonceag(parse(m)) \ Nonceag(φ′ℓ) , ∅. Then, the PPT
adversaryA can produce an agent’s nonce independent of the messages thatA has
received. �

Finally, we mention the computational soundness of a ring signature scheme that
satisfiesstrong existential unforgeability1. To prove the mapping-style soundness the-
orem similar to Theorem 1, it is sufficient to remove the deduction rule shown in Fig-
ure 1 that allows the adversary to produce [m]R

sk(a),VK(G) from [ m]R′
sk(a),VK(G) for any

R′ ∈ Rand.

6 Computational Soundness of Indistinguishability

The mapping-style soundness result in Theorem 1 is insufficient as regards the signer
anonymity of the ring signature scheme. In fact, in the proof of Theorem 1, we did not
need to use any computational security notion with respect to the signer anonymity
of the ring signature scheme. This is because our symbolic model could not deal
with indistinguishability-based properties, including signer anonymity, in the deduc-
tion rules shown in Figure 1. To deal with signer anonymity in our model, we introduce
a symbolic indistinguishability relation and prove its computational soundness.

1The strong existential unforgeability of a ring signature scheme [17] forbids anyone to produce a ring
signature of a messagemusing a randomnessR from another signature ofm using another randomnessR′.



6.1 Symbolic Indistinguishability

First, we introduce a setPattern of symbolic patterns as follows:

Pattern ∋ m ::= a | g | n | sk(a) | vk(a) | vk(g) | ⟨m, m⟩ | [ m]R
sk(a),VK(G) | [ m]R

sk(�G),VK(G)

wherea ∈ AG, g ∈ Garbage, n ∈ Nonce, R ∈ Rand, VK(G) = { vk(x) | x ∈ G } for
G ⊆ AG ∪ Garbage with |G ∩ AG| ≥ 2, and�G is a special symbol representing some
agent inG. Note that patterns are the same as terms except for those representing the
signatures [m]R

sk(�G),VK(G) with signer anonymity.
Next, we associate each term with a pattern.

Definition 6 We define the functionpat: Term × P(SKey) → Pattern that mapst ∈
Term andKS⊆ SKey to t’s pattern with respect toKS.
• pat(m, KS) = m (if m ∈ Atom ∪ SKey ∪ VKey)
• pat(⟨m1, m2⟩, KS) = ⟨pat(m1, KS), pat(m2, KS)⟩

• pat([ m]R
sk(a),VK(G), KS) =

{
[ pat(m, KS) ]R

sk(a),VK(G) (if sk(a′) ∈ KS for somea′ ∈ G )

[ pat(m, KS) ]R
sk(�G),VK(G) (otherwise)

Then, we define a symbolic indistinguishability relation between terms.

Definition 7 An atomic renamingλ is a type-preserving injection fromNonce∪Rand
to Nonce ∪ Rand. A renamingλ̃ with respect to an atomic renamingλ is a function
from Pattern to Pattern defined inductively as follows:

• λ̃(x) = x (x ∈ AG ∪Garbage)
• λ̃(n) = λ(n) (n ∈ Nonce)
• λ̃(sk(a)) = sk(a)
• λ̃(vk(x)) = vk(x)

• λ̃(⟨t1, t2⟩) = ⟨λ̃(t1), λ̃(t2)⟩
• λ̃([ t ]R

sk(a),VK(G)) = [ λ̃(t) ]
λ(R)
sk(a),VK(G)

• λ̃([ t ]R
sk(�G),VK(G)) = [ λ̃(t) ]

λ(R)
sk(�G),VK(G)

Definition 8 Two termsm andm′ aresymbolically indistinguishablewith respect to
an atomic renamingλ and a setCSKey of signing key symbols, written asm�λ,CSKey m′,
if we haveλ̃(pat(m, CSKey)) = pat(m′, CSKey). Two termsm andm′ aresymbolically
indistinguishable, written asm � m′, if there exist an atomic renamingλ and a set
CSKey of signing key symbols that satisfym�λ,CSKey m′.

Finally, we define a symbolic indistinguishability relation between symbolic traces.

Definition 9 Two finite symbolic tracests
0 andts

1 have equivalent transition typesunder
an atomic renamingλ and a setCSKey of signing key symbols if they satisfy the follow-
ing conditions: If we haveCSKey = {a1, · · · , al }, then the transitioncorrupt (a1, · · · , al)
takes place both ints

0 and ts
1. If a transition ints

0 is by new(i, a1, · · · , ak), the corre-

sponding transition ints
1 is bynew(i, a1, · · · , ak). If a transition ints

0 is bysend(sid, m0),

the corresponding transition ints
1 is by send(sid, m1), wherem1 is constructed by the

same derivation as that ofm0 except that̃λ is applied.

Definition 10 Two finite symbolic tracests
0 andts

1 aresymbolically indistinguishable
with respect to an atomic renamingλ and a setCSKey of signing key symbols, written
as ts

0 �λ,CSKey ts
1, if ts

0 and ts
1 have equivalent transition types underλ andCSKey, and

each termm0 received by the adversary ints
0 and the corresponding termm1 in ts

1 are
symbolically indistinguishable with respect toλ andCSKey, i.e., m0 �λ,CSKey m1. Two
finite symbolic tracests

0 andts
1 aresymbolically indistinguishable, written asts

0 � ts
1, if

there exist an atomic renamingλ and a setCSKey of signing key symbols that satisfy
ts
0 �λ,CSKey ts

1.



6.2 Computational Soundness of Indistinguishability

First, we define the computational indistinguishability between distributions.

Definition 11 Two probability distributionsDη andD′η arecomputationally indistin-
guishable, writtenDη ≈ D′η, if for every PPT adversaryA,

Pr[d← Dη : A(d, η) = 1] − Pr[d′ ← D′η : A(d′, η) = 1]
is negligible inη.

Then, we present a soundness result for computational indistinguishability. LetΠ

be a protocol. LetExecs,≤h(Π) be the set of all symbolic traces each of which is a prefix
of a symbolic trace inExecs(Π) and stops ath or fewer steps. LetExecc,h

Π( · ),A( · )(η) be
the probability distribution obtained fromExecc

Π( · ),A( · )(η) such that each concrete trace

in Execc,h
Π( · ),A( · )(η) is a prefix of a concrete trace inExecc

Π( · ),A( · )(η) and stops ath steps.

Theorem 2 LetΠ1 andΠ2 be any two protocols using an existential unforgeable and
basically anonymous ring signature scheme(G, S, V), and h> 0 be a fixed integer
independent ofη. Assume that for every symbolic trace ts

1 ∈ Execs,≤h(Π1), there exists
a symbolic trace ts2 ∈ Execs,≤h(Π2) with ts1 � ts

2, and that for every symbolic trace
ts
2 ∈ Execs,≤h(Π2), there exists a symbolic trace ts

1 ∈ Execs,≤h(Π1) with ts1 � ts
2. Then,

we haveExecc,h
Π1( · ),A( · )(η) ≈ Execc,h

Π2( · ),A( · )(η).

Proof (Overview). For any PPT adversaryA and each 0≤ k ≤ h, we defineAdv(1, k)
andAdv(2, k) as follows:

Adv(1, k) =Pr[tc1← Execc,k
Π1( · ),A( · )(η) : A(tc1, η) = 1]

Adv(2, k) =Pr[tc2← Execc,k
Π2( · ),A( · )(η) : A(tc2, η) = 1].

Then, we show by induction onk thatAdv(1, k) − Adv(2, k) is negligible inη for any
PPT adversaryA. Clearly, we haveAdv(1, 0) − Adv(2, 0) = 0. Let 0 ≤ k < h.
Assume thatAdv(1, k) − Adv(2, k) is negligible inη. Then, it is sufficient to prove that
Adv(1, k+ 1)− Adv(2, k+ 1) is also negligible inη.

Let Suppbe the function that maps a probability distribution to its support. For any
PPT adversaryA and j = 1, 2, we defineErrorc,k

Π j ( · ),A( · )(η) andAdverror( j, k) as follows:

Errorc,k
Π j ( · ),A( · )(η) =

{
tc ∈ Supp(Execc,k

Π j ( · ),A( · )(η)) | t
s ≼ tc holds for nots ∈ Execs,≤k

Π j ( · ),A( · )(η)
}

Adverror( j, k) = Pr
[
tcj ← Execc,k

Π j ( · ),A( · )(η) : tcj ∈ Errorc,k
Π j ( · ),A( · )(η) and A(tcj , η) = 1

]
.

We denote the length of a symbolic/concrete tracet by |t|, i.e., t stops at|t| steps. For a
symbolic tracets, we define [[ts ]] k as follows:

[[ ts ]] k = { t′c | ts ≼ tc andt′c is a prefix oftc with |t′c| = k }.

For j = 1, 2, 0≤ k ≤ h, and an index setI (k) dependent onk and independent ofη, let
{ ts

j, i | i ∈ I (k) } be a set of symbolic traces that satisfies

Supp(Execc,k
Π j ( · ),A( · )(η)) =

∪
i∈I (k)

[[ ts
j, i ]] k ∪ Errorc,k

Π j ( · ),A( · )(η).

We can takeI (k) independently ofη, because the number of children of each node in
each role tree is independent ofη. Here, by assumption, we can assume thatts

1, i � ts
2, i



holds for eachi ∈ I (k) without losing generality. Fori ∈ I (k), we definePi( j, k) and
Qi( j, k) by:

Pi( j, k) = Pr
[
tcj ← Execc,k

Π j ( · ),A( · )(η) : tcj ∈ [[ ts
j, i ]] k
]

Qi( j, k) = Pr
[
tcj ← [[ ts

j, i ]] k : A(tcj , η) = 1
]
.

Then, we have

Adv( j, k+ 1)=
∑

i∈I (k+1)

Pr
[
tcj ← Execc,k+1

Π j ( · ),A( · )(η) : tcj ∈ [[ ts
j, i ]] k+1 and A(tcj , η) = 1

]
+ Adverror( j, k+ 1)

=
∑

i∈I (k+1)

Pi( j, k+ 1) · Qi( j, k+ 1)+ Adverror( j, k+ 1).

By the mapping soundness result shown in Theorem 1,Adverror(1, k+1)−Adverror(2, k+ 1)
is negligible inη. In addition, we can prove thatQi(1, k + 1) − Qi(2, k + 1) is negli-
gible in η for eachi ∈ I (k + 1) by using a hybrid argument similar to [2], because
the ring signature scheme (G, S, V) satisfies basic anonymity. By using the induction
hypothesis thatAdv(1, k) − Adv(2, k) is negligible inη, we can prove that for each
i ∈ I (k+ 1), Pi(1, k+ 1)− Pi(2, k+ 1) is negligible inη. SinceI (k+ 1) is independent
of η, Adv(1, k+ 1)− Adv(2, k+ 1) is negligible inη. �

7 Conclusion

We proposed a symbolic model dealing with a ring signature, and presented two kinds
of computational soundness results in the presence of active adversaries. The first result
is the mapping-style soundness: every concrete execution trace corresponds to a sym-
bolic execution trace with overwhelming probability. The second result is the sound-
ness of symbolic anonymity: symbolic indistinguishability implies computational in-
distinguishability.

Our soundness result for symbolic anonymity is limited to a case where the length
of each trace is a constant independent of the security parameter. However, we will
take account of traces each of whose length depends on the security parameter by us-
ing the technique presented in [7]. In addition, we will also employ a more generic
approach [5, 7] to investigate the computationally sound symbolic anonymity of vari-
ous protocols.
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